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 UTCLT- In important climate graphs, no trace of the enormous cumulated CO2 in the air. 

 To know the very important cumulated CO2 in the air, CO2 
 increase should be shown and not CO2 emissions.           
ERROR NO.1: Annual CO2 emissions that are usually shown 
 do NOT reflect reality :emissions from fossil fuels 
 (coal, oil, gas) are the only known. Emissions from 
 melting permafrost, forest fires, absorption by 
 oceans and more plant growth are however very 
 important but virtually immeasurable. The ANNUAL 
 CO2 INCREASE IN AIR should be shown (~ 21 G-Ton)    
 
ERROR NO.2: if a correct annual CO2 increase is figured by 
 a rod, then a CORRECT CUMULATED CO2 = surface 
 area. Gives a correct forecast for the following 
 years :left wrong RCP graph+P4 graph and vaguely 
 cumulated: 2 important data correct these 2 errors 
.________________________________________________ 
a/ Measurement of CO2 in the air : There is 21% oxygen, 
 78% nitrogen, normally only 0.028 % CO2 -0.280 
 promille-280 ppm (parts per million)-1CO2 molecu-
 le in 3500. But this single molecule make plants 
 grow. Photo on the left shows a stoma in a plant: 
 hundreds per mm2, which opens and closes, thus 
 capturing the CO2 molecule. Solar energy gives 
 bond between CO2+ water = > generates plants:      
   6 CO2+6 H2O  C6H12O6 + 6 O2. 
CO2 molecule determines our climate- CO2 is a greenhouse 
 gas –transparent for the sun's rays, stops reflected 
 rays. CO2 has been measured in many places: 
 amount on Mauna Loa volcano Hawaii is average. 
From April to Oct, CO2 content drops sharply because of 
 CO2 absorption by plant growth – from Oct to 
 April, the content rises because CO2 is released 
     (plants rotten).  
Official CO2 content is medium – strong waves North Pole, 
 medium Equator – weak South Pole.  Until 1985 
 normal CO2-ppm-then gigantic emissions China 
 
b/Conversion measure: weight of 1 CO2 ppm (billion tons)  
1/Earth surface=510.0056 million km2 -(if earth perfect 
 sphere D=12756 km– Surf=π.D2=511 M km2) or 
 5.100056.10^18 cm2 (1km2=10^10 cm2)-                     
   on 1 cm2 rest 1.007 kg: 1 ppm = 1/10^6                                             
 Total atmosphere weighs 5.137 10^15 TONS                            
 1 ppm air weigh  5.137.10^9 t= 5.137 billion tons.    
2/ But CO2 molecules weigh 52% heavier than air.                       
 (1 mol=6,022 x 10^23 molecules- Avogadro)                      
 1 mol CO2: 2x15,999 (O)+12,011(C)g = 44,0095 g    
 1 mol air: mixture N2 =78,09 % O2 =20,95 %...                        
 0,7809 X 28,014 (N2)+0,2095 X 32 (O2)g= 28,58 g 
                  with smaller fractions this gives 28,97 g                                   
 1 Mol CO2/1 Mol Air: 44,0095/28,97= 1,519               
3/ 1 ppm CO2=5,137(air)x1,519 G-ton= 7,80 billion Ton. 
   
 
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

IPCC, CDIAC, Quora digest.. confirm important    
 conversion size 1CO2ppm=2,13 Gt Carbon 
 (1gC=>3,664gCO2) 2,13 Gt C=>7,80 Gt CO2 
Problem of current IPCC, Green Deals. Graphs : 
 vertically show inaccurate, rather meaning- 
 less annual CO2 emissions - cumulated CO2 
    is invisible, vague. 
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  UTCLT double Graph is a CORRECT GRAPHIC and gives a CORRECT CLIMATE STRATEGY. 

  

 

CO2ppm increase/yr 2015-2020:+13.5 ppm/5 yr=2.7ppm/yr  
 CO2 ppm => 2.7 ppm X 7.8 Gt/ppm = 21.1 G-ton/yr. 
Cumul CO2 1985-2022:417-345=72 ppm (x7.8Gt ~ 560 Gt) 
 Cumul CO2 is 25 times bigger than annual emissions.  
If the annual CO2 increase falls to zero in 2050 e.g. then 
 about 370 G-tons will be added – together with the 
 cumul 560 Gt, 930 Gt must be removed from the air 
 to have excess CO2 = 0 in 2050 - this means after a 
 preparatory phase of about 5 years every year 930 
         Gt/25~ 36 G-ton CO2 extraction. 
  

 
Forecast CO2 emissions 2022-2030: increase nearly all.                                             
 a/ UN Production Gap report 2021 foresees a fossil 
 emission increase of 36 Gt CO2 in 2030 (2020:34Gt).  
 b/ Global Carbon Project: increase on a global scale.  
 c/ melting permafrost 5 Gt CO2/year => 7-8 Gt/yr.  
 d/ OPEC + 10 % oil production in 2035.  
 e/ emissions USA (-3.7%)+ Europa (-4.2%) decrease 
Consequently: current CO2 increase in air rises to 22-23 Gt -
 in 2030: 8 x22 Gt ~180 Gt EXTRA IN 8 YEARS: in 37 
 yrs (1985-2022) excess CO2 just increased by 560 Gt. 
In the graph of NOAA average surface temperature, the 
 inclined line from 2010-20 is extended to 2030 then 
 the so feared temperature increase of 1.5°C has 
 already been reached in 2030 ( 2/3 probability). 
_________________________________________________                          
The IPCC (UN environment agency) released a doc. in 2019: 
 'Global warming of 1.5°C': an alarming 'tipping 
 point'- there is no turning back - a domino effect: 
 one stone after another falls. Huge ice sheets in 
 Greenland+ West Antarctica are drifting to the sea: 
 wave stream weakens-Amazonian-rain-forest   
              becomes savannah- permafrost melts faster 
Tremendous warning : melting permafrost+ methane 
 hydrates releases 2 X and (4-8) X as much carbon as 
    the current mass in the air.   

 
There is just one way to reduce CO2 content: LARGE-SCALE 
 CO2 EXTRACTION: current quantity is minuscule: 
 0.04 Gt/year – to stop the increase of CO2 content 
 before 2030 this would have to be 22 Gt/yr – better 
          still 36 Gt/yr to reduce cumulated CO2. 

GLOBAL CARBON PROJECT 

(UK-univ Exeter+ USA-univ-

Stanford) gives evolution                

CO2 emissions 2021 - 2019:         

USA:-3,7 % Europ.Un:- 4,2% 

China:+5,5%    India :+ 4,4% 
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STEP 1 : GET 22-36 G-TON OF CO2/YEAR OUT OF THE AIR AFFORDABLY  

 

 

Much cited is capture of CO2 from the air, transport, injection 
 into empty oil/ gas fields: costs between 80 – 100 $/ton 
 or 36 billion tons at 80 -100 $/ton ~ 3000 B $/ YEAR 
 for about 30 years: there is a smokescreen about the 
 masses and the cost/ton of underground CO2-storage : 
 a rule-breaking scam with the whole sector as victim. 
What about storage in oceans? ph value is already so low- 
 restore natural soil ? the nutrition of 8 billion people? 
–'Science&Vie' significant article Nov 2019: 'Forests are the best 
 weapon against CO2'." Conclusions after 30 years of 
 research into carbon capture and storage: the price of 
 removing CO2 from the air is unreasonable- storage of   
 CO2 is even uncertain. ONLY TREES ARE WORKING ". 
Newly created TROPICAL rainforest is most cost efficient.  
 How many km2 is needed to store 930 G-tons of CO2 ?           
 1 ton C (carbon)=3.67 tonnes CO2(73% O2+27% C (fig)    
 1 ha tropical forest 350 X 3.67 tons=> 1250 tons CO2.             
              1 km2 =>1250 X100 t => 125 x 10^3 tonnes of CO2.                             
 1 Million km2=>125 X 10^9 tons => 125 B tons CO2.                      
 7.5 Million km2 >125X7.5 Gton=> 930 B tons of CO2 
 7.5 Million km2/25yrs=300,000 km2/yr USA=9.8 Mkm2.   
How to store 36Gt CO2 ? Planting 300,000 km2 area/year for 
 25 years – total 7.5 million km2 – 930 Gt extraction.   
 1/2 surface France every year: where can you find it?   
An international synthesis study 'Natural Climate Solutions' 
 :only 1/3 of this surface can be found (6-18 Gt CO2 
 extraction)- 'Climate Interactive': maximum just 10 %. 
PERHAPS THE ONLY SOLUTION: desert irrigation: Sahara + 
 Arabian desert: 12.4 M km2: 20% of the wastelands are 
 flat, suitable for agriculture- 20% >500 m should not be 
 irrigated: increased precipitation turns this into nature  
  reserve - rest 60% is suitable for rainforest.  
 Feasibility study is in the full version of this document              
1.Water is under no circumstances pumped up to irrigate - this         
                     causes the water level in the area to drop. 
2.The underground is saturated with desalinated seawater 
 starting with an average of 5 m3 water injection per m2 
 on the surface, then 300,000 km2/year could be irriga-
 ted through 6 channels of about 300 m wide, 20 m  
                       deep - this water mass is pushed up inland. 
3. This poses some major challenges:                                                    
 A/ Excavation of channels, along paths where a stream 
 existed 7000 years ago – about 60 large excavators  
   could build these channels in 20 years.  
 B/ 4 billion m3/day seawater desalination (17 times 
 the mass of the Nile in Egypt): most common technique 
 Reverse Osmosis has a cost of 1.5 $ /m3. But affordable 
 process exists on a lab scale and must be brought to an 
     industrial scale - the whole world is waiting for that.  
 C/ Energy: each channel 60x60 km2 solar power plants .           
4.Project is feasible technically +financially: total costs less than 
 2000 billion $- 30 TIMES CHEAPER THAN CO2- UNDER-
 GROUND STORAGE – jobs for millions of unemployed. 
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 STEP 2 : CURRENT RENEWABLE ENERGY SHOULD DOUBLE: WAVE ENERGY + OIL FROM ALGAE ARE NEEDED. 

 

 

 

A. Fossil-free electricity: Total world production now is 27,000 
 Twh/year-Twh=Terawatt-hour: 37% renewable.            
 Closing this gap (27,000 Twh x 0.63 = 17,000 Twh/yr) 
 can be done via solar concentration and WAVE ENERGY.   
The USA has a huge potential for solar concentration in the 
 South-West: 10% of a total of 400,000 km2 is sufficient 
 to produce about 3300 Twh (12 km2 of the cheapest     
                     Linear Fresnel gives 1 Twh/yr also at night). 
Other regions are obliged to use the 4.form of renewable 
 energy: WAVE ENERGY -Scotland is a world pioneer-
 country -all beginnings are difficult:  most prototypes 
 were massive, expensive or not resistant to storms. 
The Swedish company COR-POWER does have a very solid 
 project: - their technology means a breakthrough"– 8 m 
 diameter, 20 m long, capacity :300 KW-5 X as much 
 energy/surface as wind turbines-in clusters of 10-20 
 MW 1 km2 => 0.3 GW (1.1 Twh)- available from 2025. 
France is planning 6 new nuclear power plants.... wave energy is 
 much cheaper, more environmentally friendly - about 
 1200 km2 buoys in the high seas west of Ireland. 
 provides fossil-free electricity in Northern Europe – rest 
 of the world among others.  China, India.. idem-wave 
 energy has enormous virtually unknown possibilities  
     (15% on a global scale) 
 
B. What is the substitute for mineral oil ?                                   
Hydrogen cycle ? Energy-intensive- 40 Kwh/kg : disadvantages:               
.         a/ high cost for fuel cell for electricity generation.                         
.         b/ far too low efficiency of electrolysis of water.                                         
.         c/ storage tanks at 700 atm.: large energy losses.                    
.         d/ hydrogen-powered aircraft are not taken seriously.         
.         e/ no substitute natural gas: small molecule penetrates.       
Electricity ? small storage 200 $/kwh battery/10 yr replacement.  
 It is unthinkable that all transport on land, at sea, in the 
 air, heat generation, petrochemicals, energy storage will 
           be replaced by electricity or hydrogen gas. 
 
Opportunity: OIL FROM ALGAE self-growing, very productive 
 Algae are usually anchored near coasts but in 2 places in 
 tropical seas floating islands, growing naturally exist- 
 they catch a lot of sunlight and CO2 - fish, birds.. nestle 
 in it- bubbles of oxygen keep them afloat- sink to the  
                                      bottom after their death.   
A/Brown species Sargassum between Africa and central America 
B/Green species Ulva Prolifera o.m.in the Yellow Sea near China.   
 The algae (50-70 tons/ha.year wet algae ) are used as 
 animal feed and especially for biocrude production. 
Hydrothermal Liquefaction 1/2 hour in a reactor 450°C+350atm 
 + hydrogenation: 1 liter wet green algae gives 0.3 Liter 
 biocrude –brown algae less-1 Million km2 algae give 1.5 
 Gton biocrude identical to crude oil, CO2- neutral: 
 means 1/3 of annual world production of 5 Gt crude oil.  
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 STEP 3: A POWERFUL WORLD AUTHORITY IS NEEDED TO STOP THE CLIMATE CATASTROPHE.                                                                    

In the current world order, the climate is not at all a priority : US President Donald Trump was able to sabotage 

 climate measures on a large scale for 4 years with impunity - but above all: psychopath Putin's invasion of 

 Ukraine has seriously disrupted the world's energy and food supply in 2022 - this is just a prelude to the big 

 confrontation: psychopath Xi Jinping wants to make China world power No. 1 in 2050,   especially through 

 economic colonization - but China's neighbors already feel the military threat well - the slogan of the Nazis 

      in the 1930s: 'Germany the no.1 in the world' in a new version. 

A powerful world authority, necessary for the climate, will also be obliged to address 2 major world problems:       

 1/ psychopaths who control a great nation (Putin, Xi Jinping) not only create terror but also war- ask the 

     Ukrainians or Chinese opponents who called Xi Jinping a dirty dictator.       

 2/ third world countries have only one concern: how to get out of poverty? Western countries dominate 

     the world financially and economically but will have to share this power.                                 

A MULTIPOLAR WORLD ORDER is appropriate – logical building blocks are UNIONS according to ethno-cultural 

 criteria – they solve most local conflicts- the umbrella of these Unions is a real world- government- 

 proposal of 9 Unions is below with voting rights according to economic power + population. 

 

List of 9 POLES mostly ethnically related    
1.North America : English language                      
2.Latin America : Spanish +Portuguese.     
3.Europe: the Union already exists.                         
4.Arab Union :North Africa+ Arab countries 
5.Sub-Saharan Africa: ethnic cohesion. 
 

 

6.South Asia: from unified Kurdistan in the West to united Bengal in the 
  East: Indo-Germanic languages- except the Tamils...                              
7.Russia-Turkey: from Ukraine to Turkey ~former Soviet Union. 
8.China:Taiwan-N+NO-India-part Myanmar-Mongolia- not Uighur.          
9.Pacific: Japan-Koreas -Indochina-Thailand-Philippines-Indonesia- 
 Malaysia-Papua-Australia-N-Zealand-Pacific Islands. 
 

 

  

A UNION: is an essential part of a new world order and is lacking in the current United Nations.                           

 1.Example: Latin America with Venezuela: the currency has become worthless- economy collapsed- 5 

 million refugees -population terrorized-should a world authority solve this, if necessary militarily ?          

 No: Mercosur, Union of Latin American States takes over finance and economy, introduces a stable 

 currency - the economy is recovering - after some 5 years : free elections supervised by Mercosur. 
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 A big clash Western World  China-Russia is announced and it will demand all the attention at the expense of 

  the climate - therefore it is best to avoid this clash - the best way is: the MULTIPOLAR WORLD. 

How to make the idea of a multipolar world concrete? Doesn't work: treating current 197 countries each as 

 poles with the security council as an intermediate level: Russia+ China with veto rights  protected the 

 Syrian Assad regime that used poison gas against its citizens - USA + GB invaded Iraq against the UNO. 

Large countries such as USA, China, India.. could serve as a pole but what about the mass of small countries?   It is 

 therefore logical to group all countries into a limited number of large 'countries' such as the European 

 Union - these Unions solve many problems - are much better armed against the new colonizer China.                                                                    

2. Example: Southern Asia: 40 million Kurds, now divided among Turkey, Syria, Iraq, Iran feel one people and have 

 the right to one state - forced assimilation in Turkey... is a source of violence - it is unthinkable that Kurds 

 are split into 3 different Unions: Union with Russia-Turkey, Arab, S-Asia. Religious fanaticism split India 

 into Pakistan and India 75 years ago, a colossal spiral of violence- Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh are now 

 being used by China to 'encircle' India: Gwadar port in Southern Pakistan and Hambanthota port in Sri 

 Lanka are in fact property of China as a result of a debt trap – the Baluchis in South Pakistan, like  

          the Kurds, are a people split into 3. 

 -the Islamic regime in Iran has no credit among 90% of the population.                                                            

 -so: make South Asia, from Kurdistan in the West to Bangladesh in the East, a single Union, politics apart 

 from religion- this solves many conflicts and forms the largest Union in the world in terms of population.                                                  

3. Example: Europe: The corona pandemic + Putin's invasion of Ukraine with huge rise in oil and gas prices have 

 made it clear: every Union should be independent in terms of basic food, energy, Low-Tech. Because the 

 neoliberal doctrine 'the world is one market, the cheapest counts even supplied from far away' is WRONG. 

Conversion to renewable energy makes every Union completely energy-independent, also in terms of oil –                       

 and car assembly should not stop because pieces from distant countries are missing.                                   

Once the 9 Unions have established their authority, they 
 solve all the LOCAL problems that make up the 
 great mass of problems in the world, including 
 the conflict Russia-Ukraine, China-Taiwan. 
Economically, each Union is as independent as possible in 
 terms of basic food, energy, low-tech- can Japan 
 still export cars to Europe? yes but import=export 
 with to other Unions -unemployment is non-
 existent- social security includes affordable 
   housing, health care, education.. 
A unique world constitution is the basis of every Union: 
 no interference of politics and religion - free 
    speech,  free elections. 
The global problems are: the Hi-Tech (complex medicines, 
 aircraft construction, aso..), raw material prices, 
 maritime exploitation partition among Unions - 
 in the long term, no Union may possess weapons 
 to attack other Unions - no nuclear weapons. 
 
A STRONG WORLD GOVERNMENT deals with the world's 
 problems - the annual G20 (a truly representative 
 world body) is transformed into the UN9, the 
 world government, where all countries in the 
 world are represented via their Unions- this body 
 is gradually replacing the UN with voting rights 
           according to economic power + population.    
 
Done with the UN General Assembly and Security Council, 
 G7, BRICS, Shanghai coalition- of course, not all 
 Unions are democratic, but it is already possible 
 to prevent psychopaths from having nuclear 
         weapons, from resolving the worst conflicts.
  

  
 

The Western countries now have financial control over the 
 world- they create money out of nothing – Central 
 Bank of China has also created the money for 
 China's enormous development – but if the third 
 world needs money, it needs to BORROW money. 
Particularly representative: Sri Lanka tried to find money for 
 the development of the port Hambanthota: veto at 
 the World Bank, USA, Europe - China gave money 
 but through a debt trap- port is now Chinese owned. 
What should be done? A Union in a MULTIPOLAR WORLD 
 should be economically self-sufficient as soon as 
 possible and consequently introduce a common 
 currency – there is a real danger that weaker Unions 
 money will not get the necessary credit worldwide. 
There is now a fictitious world currency: the IMF's XDR, 
 International Monetary Fund, a mix of 5 currencies – 
 in the future this should be a mix of the 9 Union 
 moneys – as soon as a Union’s common currency has 
 a sufficient stability, it should switch to a UNIQUE 
 WORLD  CURRENCY, managed not by the American 
          Central Bank but by a real World Government.  
In this way, a repetition of world financial crises of 1929 and 
 2008 is avoided -when too much money was put 
 into circulation - the mass of money should always 
  be in harmony with the economic mass.                                                                  
If third-world unions need money for major investments, 
 they should GET and not have to lend that money. 
Ideal scenario: in 2050 there should be a UNIQUE WORLD 
 CURRENCY, universal identity card, a prosperous 
 world - every country that is not part of it is a pariah  
Which camp: western countries or China-Russia will win the 
 duel ? The camp that brings in the Third World. 
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      THIS DOCUMENT NOT ONLY CITES THE PROBLEMS BUT ALSO THE SOLUTIONS.  

    
    

Problem No.1: For non-professional climatologists: Bill Gates 
 and so many others, the climate problem is incredibly 
 simple : bring CO2 emissions to zero around 2050- and     
        after 2050 the cumulative CO2 should be liquidated.  
 Almost the entire climate sector follows this logic-critics 
 are silenced apparently -see on the Internet their alarm 
 voices : "Inside Climate News: removing CO2 from the 
 air only hope for fixing climate” – “Why cumulative CO2 
 matters" – the underestimation of the cumulated CO2 
      is omnipresent. 
Nowhere mentioned cumulated excess CO2 (560 Gt) is in fact 
 HUGE compared to annual emissions (21 G-tons) and is 
 the real and urgent problem -the annual increase will 
 not decrease in the coming years-current CO2 extraction 
    0.04 G-ton/year is insignificant. 
That means: 22-36 G-ton CO2/year extraction is urgent - soil 
 injection is technically +financially unfeasible. Protest 
 organizations also don’t mention this important big 
 scale CO2 extraction- the approach of the entire sector 
 could be summed up in: intentions are good but  
             amateurism is beyond imagination. 
UTCLT: TROPICAL FORESTS may be the only solution and 7.5 
 million km2 can only be found by transforming desert in 
 rainforest e.g. Sahara -feasibility study in annex docu- 
   ment: this is technically feasible + affordable.  
 Hence engineering firms should work out, prepare, 
 start up the project around 2028, as soon as possible -  
  and just in time to prevent the tipping points. 
 
Problem no.2 :An incomprehensible gap: Oil for land, air, water 
 -transport is irreplaceable- petrochemicals also produce 
 a huge number of products from oil- for electricity 
 production an energy buffer is absolutely needed 
 because the sun, wind simply depend on nature – dead 
 moments can be absorbed by the easily stored oil – how 
             to replace this mineral oil ? 
Certainly not with a hydrogen cycle - fully electric is not possible 
 -therefore: oil from self-growing algae in the high seas, 
 CO2-neutral, unlimitedly renewable - algae need CO2 
 to grow such as plants. 3 Million km2 of algae culture 
 yields a total of 5 billion tons of world annual produc- 
  tion: oil companies close all oil wells by 2045. 
Wave energy is an important additional renewable energy – 
 together with oil from algae this provides 1/2 of total 
 renewable energy –nuclear energy is nowhere needed.  
 
Problem No.3: CLIMATE IS ALSO A POLITICAL PROBLEM.      
A new world order is desperately needed - the fastest way to 
 get it is perhaps to transform the annual meeting of G20 
 into the UN9, the 9 Unions that are the building blocks 
 of a multipolar world order and a strong world govern-
 ment and a unique world currency system that   
     eradicates poverty.  
   
 

 

 

 This document is only a short summary – 
there is an extended version of ~ 42 pages : 
Comments :     ultimclt1@gmail.com  
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